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Abstract 

Importance and Background: Asian Indians are the fastest growing migration groups in the 

world. Studies evaluating the impact of migration on disease outcomes in this population are 

rare. We describe the methodology of the Singapore Indian Eye Study-2 (SINDI-2) aimed to 

evaluate the impact of migration status on diabetic retinopathy (DR) and other major age-

related eye diseases in Asian Indians living in an urban environment. 

Design: Population-based cohort study 

Participants: 2200 adults who participated in baseline SINDI (2007-09, mean age [range] = 

57.8 [42.7-84.1] years) and SINDI-2 (2013-15, 56.5 [48.4-90.2] years).  

Methods: Participants were classified as “first-generation” if they were Indian residents born 

outside of Singapore and as “second-generation” immigrants (59.7% in SINDI vs. 63.6% in 

SINDI-2) if they were born in Singapore.  

Main outcome measures: Response rate, participant characteristics and prevalence of 

systemic diseases stratified by migration status.  

Results: Of the 2914 eligible SINDI participants invited to participate, 2200 participated in 

SINDI-2 (response rate of 75.2%). In both SINDI and SINDI-2, compared to first-generation, 

second-generation immigrants were younger, less likely to have income <1000 SGD, had 

lower levels of pulse pressure, higher levels of high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, had lower 

prevalence of hypertension, and chronic kidney disease (CKD); had higher prevalence of 

current smoking, and obesity (all p<0.05).  

Conclusions and Relevance: In both SINDI and SINDI-2, second-generation immigrants 

had lower prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors except smoking and obesity compared to 

first-generation. The final report will confirm if these differences between generations are 

evident with regards to eye diseases. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Asian Indians make up around one-sixth of the total world population
1
 and India is expected 

to be the most populous country in the world by 2050.
2
 In parallel, Asian Indians are also 

among the fastest growing migration groups across Asia and the world. It has been reported 

that the number of India-born people living outside of India has doubled between 1990 and 

2013 from 7 million to 14 million.
3
 Migrant studies have shown that the health risks and 

health behaviour of migrants tend to be different from the host population influenced by the 

change in living conditions, environment, lifestyle and physiological and psychological stress 

associated with migration.
4-7

 For example, a systematic review showed a positive relationship 

between western acculturation in the host country and obesity in populations migrating from 

low- or middle-to high-income countries.
5
 In another US study, immigrants residing in the 

US for ≥10 years had higher prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors including diabetes, 

hypertension and obesity than those with <10 years of residence.
4
 On the other hand, lens 

opacities were found to be lower in Bangladeshi immigrants in UK compared to 

Bangladeshis of similar age and gender living in urban and rural Bangladesh
6
 and 

uncorrected refractive error was found to be associated with low acculturation in the Mexican 

American immigrants in the US.
7
 Singapore is a major migration destination for Asians, with 

migrants from China and India. As such, the Singapore population is ideal to study the effects 

of migration on chronic diseases. 

 

It is well established that the prevalence of diabetes is disproportionately high among Indians; 

with India alone projected to have the highest number of people with diabetes (79.4 million) 

by 2030.
8
 Consequently, number of people with diabetic retinopathy (DR), a leading cause of 

preventable blindness is also expected to be higher among Indians compared to other Asian 

ethnic groups. Besides ethnic differences, prevalence of DR has been shown to be 
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heterogeneous varying according to degree of urbanization, and socioeconomic conditions 

within similar ethnic group.
9
 In India, prevalence of DR has been reported to range from 

9.6% in rural populations
10

 to 37.7% in urban
11

 populations (Table 1). In Singapore, we 

reported that one in three Indians had diabetes compared to one in seven Chinese and one in 

four Malays aged ≥40 years.
12

 Of those with diabetes, DR prevalence was similar in Malays 

(36.9%) and Indians (36.5%) but was lower in Chinese (30.3%). Furthermore, we found 

second generation immigrant Indians (defined as participant born in Singapore with both 

parents born in India) had higher prevalence of diabetes and DR when compared to first 

generation (participant as well as both parents born in India) migrant Indians,
10

 highlighting 

the impact of migration on diabetes and DR. Although several cross-sectional studies have 

documented the association of migration status with prevalence of diabetes and DR, 

longitudinal studies evaluating the impact of migration on incidence of diabetes, DR, and 

other chronic eye diseases, such as cataract, glaucoma, age-related macular degeneration and 

uncorrected refractive error in Asian populations are rare.  

 

Vision impairment (VI) is a major public health problem in Singapore and worldwide. In 

Singapore, prevalence of VI including blindness (presenting visual acuity <20/40 in the 

better-seeing eye) was found to be 17.5%
13

 among Indians aged ≥40 years. We recently 

demonstrated that the burden of VI to be disproportionately high in adults older than ≥75 

years compared to adults aged 60-75 years.
14

 With the ageing of the population, it is 

important to estimate the incidence, causes and risk factor associations of VI in older 

populations. The annual cost of VI including direct and indirect costs is estimated to be $35 

billion in the US
15

 and $9.8 billion in Australia.
16

 Among the 42 million blind people and the 

217 million with VI globally, more than 60% live in Asia. Yet, despite the high prevalence, 

data on economic impact of VI in Asians is lacking, with the exception of one reported study 
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in Japan that shows a cost of US$72.8 billion.
17

 Measuring the cost of VI and blindness are 

important for resource allocation, planning of health services, and as a first step in cost-

effectiveness analyses.  

 

Hence, the primary objective of the SINDI-2 study is to estimate the incidence and 

progression of DR, VI and major age-related eye diseases, to determine the contribution of 

traditional cardiovascular (smoking, alcohol consumption, body mass index [BMI], diabetes, 

hypertension, dyslipidaemia) and novel risk factors (migrant status, kidney function, 

inflammation and socioeconomic status) to these diseases in Asian Indians, to evaluate the 

economic impact of VI and to collect a new set of systemic, and ocular measures not 

available previously. This information will be important to develop evidence-based 

guidelines for eye screening, health education, risk factor intervention and rehabilitation 

services. The purpose of this paper is to describe the aims, methodology, response rate and 

characteristics of SINDI-2 participants. In addition, we also evaluated the association of 

migration status with systemic outcomes in both visits and with eye outcomes in the baseline 

visit.   

METHODS 

Study design 

The SINDI-2 is a 6-year follow-up study (2013-15) of Indian adults who participated in the 

baseline SINDI study in 2007-09. The protocol used in SINDI-2
18

 was similar to that of 

SINDI baseline study and also the 6-year follow-up of the Singapore Malay Eye Study 

(SiMES-2).
19

  

Study population and recruitment 

Study population consists of eligible Indian adults who participated in the baseline SINDI 

study conducted from 2007 to 2009.
18

 The recruitment methodology of SINDI has been 
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described in detail elsewhere.
18

 Briefly, the sampling frame composed of all Indians aged 40–

80 living in designated study areas in the south-western part of Singapore. From a list of 

12000 names provided by the Ministry of Home Affairs, an age-stratified random sampling 

was used to select 6350 names (1201 people of 40–49 years, 1809 people of 50–59 years, 

1668 people of 60-69 years, 1672 people of 70-80 years). Of the 4168 eligible individuals, 

3400 participants took part in the baseline SINDI study (75.6% response rate). All 3400 

participants were sent invitation to attend the 6-year follow-up examinations at the Singapore 

Eye Research Institute (SERI) via telephone, by mail and/or by home visit. A booklet 

outlining the overall eye study findings and an invitation letter (reply – paid postage) was 

sent to all SINDI participants. Participants who did not reply to the invitation letter were 

contacted by telephone. A person was considered ‘ineligible’ if he or she is deceased, is 

terminally ill (e.g. terminal cancer, cognitively impaired, bed-ridden, psychiatric illness), in 

prison or had migrated. A person was termed ‘not contactable’ after six unsuccessful 

telephone calls and home visits. Of the 3400 participants from baseline, 486 participants were 

found to be ineligible to participate in SINDI-2 examination. Of the 2914 participants who 

were considered eligible for the follow-up examination, 2200 (75.5% response rate) 

participated in SINDI-2 (Figure 1). Overall participation rate of SINDI participants in 

SINDI-2 was 64.7% (2200 out of 3400).  

 

In SINDI, 3122 of the 3400 participants (91.8%) had information on country of birth. In 

SINDI-2, of the 2200 participants, 1953 (88.8%) had this information. For the analysis by 

migration status, we defined ‘First-generation’ as participants who were born outside of 

Singapore (n=1259 in SINDI and 711 in SINDI-2) and ‘Second-generation’ as those who 

were born in Singapore irrespective of the country of birth of their parents (n=1863 in SINDI 

and 1242 in SINDI-2).  
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SINDI-2 interview, physical and ophthalmologic examinations 

Participants of SINDI-2 completed an interviewer administered standardized questionnaire 

and underwent physical, ophthalmic and laboratory examination procedures similar to that 

have been performed in SINDI.
18, 19

 Interview and laboratory components available in SINDI 

and SINDI-2 are shown in Supplementary Table 1. Information on demographic (age, sex), 

socioeconomic (education, monthly income), life style (smoking and drinking), personal 

history of diseases, and medication use were obtained from questionnaire. Physical 

examination included height, weight, body mass index (BMI) and blood pressure (BP) 

measurements. Ocular examination included refraction, slit-lamp, dilation, fundus 

photography and optical coherence tomography [OCT] imaging. For laboratory examination, 

35ml of non-fasting venous blood and 20 ml of spot urine sample were collected from each 

participant. 20 ml of blood samples were sent to Singapore General Hospital laboratory for 

measurement of blood glucose, HbA1c, lipid profile, and serum creatinine. Kidney function 

was assessed using estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) from serum creatinine using 

the CKD-EPI equation. Remaining blood and urine samples were stored at -80
0
C for future 

use. The protocol that were different between SINDI and SINDI-2 were 1) in SINDI, all 

participants underwent subjective refraction; in SINDI-2, only participants with presenting 

visual acuity of 20/40 or worse underwent subjective refraction, 2) in SINDI, cataract was 

assessed from both lens photographs graded using Wisconsin Cataract Grading System and 

Lens Opacity Classification System (LOCS III); in SINDI-2, cataract was assessed based on 

LOCS III classification only as lens photographs have been shown to be less precise when 

more than one type of opacity is present compared to slit-lamp examination and have been 

shown to under estimate posterior subcapsular and cortical cataracts.
20

  

Novel components in SINDI-2 
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Recent studies conducted in western populations have reported an association between sleep 

disordered breathing (SDB) and DR,
21

 and glaucoma.
22

 However, this association has not 

been evaluated in Asians. Therefore, in SINDI-2, a questionnaire module on sleep was 

introduced which includes duration of sleep, Epworth Sleepiness scale (a measure of daytime 

sleepiness), the Berlin and STOP-Bang questionnaires (a measure of the risk of obstructive 

sleep apnoea), the Insomnia Severity Index (a measure of insomnia severity) and other 

general questions related to sleep-disordered breathing.
23-26

 Second, to quantify healthcare 

costs associated with the use of inpatient, outpatient, emergency, mental health and 

complementary and alternative treatments, and lost work time and other indirect costs, a 

module on ‘Healthcare services and expenditure’ was introduced. Third, Spectralis-domain 

optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT, Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, 

Germany), a state-of-the-art  imaging technology was introduced for measuring subclinical 

retinal and macular disease markers such as choroidal, retinal, peripapillary retinal nerve fiber 

layer thickness measurements, and optic nerve head assessment.  

Quality assurance and control 

Standard operating procedures detailing the methodology of each examination were prepared 

and read by all staff. To ensure consistency in examination procedures, all staff were trained 

and were required to demonstrate competency in releavant procedures before being certified 

to perform procedures for the study. A pilot study (n=80) was also conducted prior to the 

commencement of the main study to test out recruitment strategies, to examine the work flow 

of SINDI-2 protocol and to ensure all staff were familiar with the examination procedures.  

The quality of the data collected was checked periodically by the key investigators. In certain 

tests, repeated measurements were performed on the same day to ensure  good reliability of 

data, for example, BP readings were measured twice by a trained technician. If the difference 

in the systolic readings of the 2 recordings was 10 mmHg or more, or diastolic readings was 
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5mm Hg or more, the BP check was repeated once more after an interval of 10 minutes. 

Repeat reading of intraocular presssure (IOP) was also performed if the initial reading was 

greater than 21mm Hg after an interval of 5 minutes. Similarly, visual field assessments were 

repeated on the same day if there was glaucomatous visual field defect.
27

 In addition, all 

study insturments were serviced annually to ensure accuracy in measurements. Consistency 

of all examination pocedures were checked throughout the examination period and 6-monthly 

statistical tests were performed to check for outliers. Data were collected directly using 

password protected e-CRF via the research electronic data capture software (REDCap). The 

password protected database was sent to a designated data management team for the 

implementation of data management procedures including quality checks and cleaning. 

Retinal photographs were stored in digital format for grading. Images were backed up on to 

the external drive, and then transferred on to the CD or DVD. This storage method ensures 

there are 2 sets of copies in different formats. Finally, monthly meetings were conducted 

between staff and principal investigators to discuss discrepancies that were identified during 

data collection.  

Assessment of risk factors and eye outcomes 

Assessment and definition of systemic risk factors including diabetes, hypertension, obesity, 

chronic kidney disease (CKD) and cardiovascular disease (CVD) are outlined in 

Supplementary Table 2. Definitions of the eye conditions and systemic conditions were 

based on international guidelines and established classification systems. To evaluate the 

incidence and progression of eye conditions, in particular AMD and DR, it was necessary to 

have gradable retinal photographs at both SINDI and SINDI-2. Assessment and definition of 

visual outcomes including AMD, DR, cataract, glaucoma and VI are detailed in 

Supplementary Table 3.  

Impact of eye diseases on QoL and cost 
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Longitudinal impact of vision loss on falls, and overall and specific aspects of vision 

functioning and QoL will be assessed from the VF-9 and IVI questionnaire; economic cost 

associated with VI will be assessed from the cost expenditure questionnaire.  

Statistical Analyses 

In this preliminary report, first, we compared the characteristics of participants who attended 

SINDI-2 (n=2200) with those who did not (n=1200) using chi square test or ANOVA as 

appropriate for the variable. Second, we compared the characteristics of the participants 

stratified by migration status separately for SINDI and SINDI-2. Third, we calculated the 

prevalence of systemic conditions and compared the prevalence in SINDI and SINDI-2 by 

migration status. Fourth, we assessed the prevalence of eye diseases and causes of VI in 

SINDI stratified by migration status.  

Analytic plan for the final report: Once the photos are graded, and eye diagnoses are 

finalized, we will calculate age standardized 6-year cumulative incidence of DR, and other 

eye diseases including AMD, cataract, glaucoma and VI in the whole population and 

stratified by migration status. We will use the 2010 Singapore Indian population as the 

standard population for comparison. We will estimate 6-year progression of eye diseases in 

those with prevalent disease at baseline. We will use Cox proportional hazards regression 

models to examine the relationship of risk factors and potential predictors with risk of each of 

these eye disease using separate models. Generalized estimating equations will be employed 

to account for the correlations between the two eyes of a single participant. Risk factors 

associated with progression will be evaluated using separate models. We will use linear 

regression models to describe associations and determinants of macular thickness, ganglion 

cell-inner plexiform layer choroidal thickness, RPE elevation (area and volume) and areas of 

sub-RPE illumination. We will use multivariable linear regression models to test the 

association between major eye diseases and VF and QoL scores after adjusting for potential 
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confounders. For assessing economic cost, a report will be generated to produce a report that 

presents annual health care utilization and expenditures for all participants. Direct medical 

expenditures will be stratified by type of service (in total and separately for inpatient, non-

inpatient, physician’s office (including separate estimates for vision and dental), prescription 

drug, and non-traditional sources. Indirect costs will be stratified by lost wages due to poor 

health, the financial value of both formal and informal care giving, and other indirect costs 

(e.g., transportation costs). For both direct and indirect costs, estimates will be presented 

separately by key strata, including the presence or absence of a visual impairment.  We will 

also create a person summary file for each respondent that includes a variable indicating the 

amount of total medical expenditures incurred during the year and separate variables for each 

expenditure category (i.e., each source of expenditures). The summary file will also include 

social, cultural, economic, demographic and health status indicators (including visual 

impairment) at the individual level. Using this dataset, we can then run regression analyses 

that quantify the incremental cost (for each source of payment) for those with visual 

impairment after controlling for other confounding variables. All statistical analyses will be 

performed using the commercially available statistical software STATA statistical software 

(Version 10, StataCorp, College Station, Texas). 

RESULTS 

At baseline, majority of the participants (86%) were aged 40-70 years, with 28% representing 

age 40-49 years. In SINDI-2, majority of the participants (76%) were aged 50-70 years, with 

44% representing age 50-59 years. Proportion of participants older than 80 years more than 

doubled in SINDI-2 compared to SINDI (4.6% vs. 1.9%). There was no difference in 

proportion of participants by gender (49.8% and 50.2% were female in SINDI and SINDI-2). 

(Data not shown).  
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Compared to participants who did not attend SINDI-2, those who attended (Table 2) were 

younger, less likely to be primary/below educated, having income <1000 SGD, current 

smoker; had lower prevalence of diabetes, hypertension, CVD, and CKD; had lower levels of 

HbA1c, and systolic BP; had higher levels of BMI and eGFR (all p <0.05). No significant 

difference was observed between the two groups with regards to sex, alcohol consumption, 

diastolic BP, CRP, total, HDL and LDL cholesterol levels.  

 

Table 3 compares the characteristics of participants in SINDI and SINDI-2 by migration 

status (first vs. second generation). In both SINDI and SINDI-2, compared to first-generation 

participants, second-generation were younger, less likely to have monthly income <1000 

SGD, more likely to be current smokers; had lower levels of systolic BP, higher levels of 

diastolic BP, BMI, eGFR, total, and HDL cholesterol (all p<0.05). Figure 2 shows the crude 

prevalence of systemic conditions by migration status in both visits. In both visits, compared 

to first-generation, second-generation had significantly lower prevalence of hypertension and 

CKD but higher prevalence of obesity. In addition, at baseline, second-generation had lower 

prevalence of diabetes and CVD than first-generation immigrants. Figure 3 shows the crude 

prevalence of eye diseases and Figure 4 shows the causes of VI at baseline SINDI stratified 

by migration status. Prevalence of major eye diseases including cataract, AMD, glaucoma 

and VI based on both PVA and BVA were significantly lower in second-generation 

compared to first-generation participants while no difference was observed in the prevalence 

of DR, and under-corrected refractive error (URE) between the two generations. In both first 

and second-generation participants, URE was found to be the leading cause of VI followed 

by cataract although URE contributed to a significant proportion in second- compared to first 

generation (60.5% vs. 48.2%). As diagnoses of some eye conditions in SINDI-2 have not 
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been finalized yet, prevalence of eye conditions in SINDI-2 has not been provided in this 

report.  

DISCUSSION 

SINDI-2 will be the first comprehensive prospective cohort study of eye diseases in Asian 

Indian immigrants. Information from this prospective study will provide data on the 

incidence and progression of major age-related diseases, impact of immigration on eye 

diseases and impact of VI on economic and quality of life amongst Indians in Singapore. The 

response rate of those who were eligible to participate in SINDI-2 was good (72.5%).  

 

In the current study, we found that the second-generation immigrants in both SINDI and 

SINDI-2 had higher prevalence of current smoking, and obesity compared to first-generation 

immigrants. This finding is consistent with a previous systematic review that reported that the 

prevalence of obesity in immigrants from low- or middle-income to high-income countries 

increased with increasing length of residence in the host country.
5
 It is also consistent with 

another study by Koya et al.
28

 that showed had higher prevalence of obesity, current smoking, 

and dyslipidemia in earlier immigrants in the US compared to recent immigrants.
28

 Based on 

our population-based studies, prevalence of current smoking and obesity in Singaporean 

population of adults aged 40-80 years (similar to the current study population) were 16% and 

14.3% (unpublished). Prevalence of current smoking in the second-generation and obesity in 

the first-generation were similar to that of the Singaporean general population of similar age 

group. First-generation immigrants had lower prevalence of current-smoking and second-

generation immigrants had higher prevalence of obesity compared to the Singaporean general 

population. In the current study, first-generation immigrants had higher prevalence of 

hypertension and CKD at both visits and diabetes and CVD at baseline contrary to earlier 

reports.
4, 29

 The reason for this higher prevalence in first-generation could be speculated due 
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to the older age, lower socioeconomic status as well as psychological stress associated with 

migration.  

 

Among the eye diseases, we found first-generation immigrants had higher prevalence of 

cataract, VI, AMD and glaucoma compared to second-generation immigrants at baseline. 

This could be again due to the older age and higher prevalence of diabetes, hypertension and 

CVD in the first-generation compared to second-generation immigrants. Among the causes of 

VI, we found, both first- and second generation had URE as the primary cause followed by 

cataract.  This is consistent with an earlier US report, in which nearly two-thirds of VI among 

Mexican-American immigrants was contributed by URE.
7
  

 

In a previous report, we reported that the prevalence of diabetes and DR was higher among 

second-generation compared to first-generation immigrants at SINDI baseline.
10

 However, in 

the current report, we found the prevalence of diabetes to be higher among first-generation 

and no significant difference in the prevalence of DR between the two generations at 

baseline. This difference is contributed by the difference in definition of migration as well as 

diabetes status. In the previous report, a narrower definition was used to define migration 

status, i.e. participants born in India or Singapore with both parents born in India were 

included for defining first-or second generation (1893 of the 3400 were included). 

Participants who were born outside Singapore but not India (e.g. Pakistan, Srilanka, 

Bangladesh etc.) and those with one of the parents born in India were excluded. Consequently 

44% of the participants were not included for the analysis. In this current analysis, to take 

advantage of the entire SINDI and SINDI-2 population, we used a broader definition to 

define the migration status including those who were born outside of India but residing in 

Singapore under first-generation and second-generation as those born in Singapore 
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irrespective of whether one or both parents born in India. Second, in the previous report, 

diabetes was defined as a self-reported physician diagnosed diabetes, use of diabetic 

medication or HbA1c ≥6.5%. In the current analysis, in both SINDI and SINDI-2, we defined 

diabetes as a self-reported physician diagnosed diabetes, use of diabetic medication or HbA1c 

≥6.5% or random plasma glucose ≥200 mg/dL as per the American Diabetes Association 

clinical practice recommendations.
30

  

 

SINDI-2 has several novel features. First, although there are several longitudinal eye studies 

in Western countries,  all were conducted at least a decade ago, so that many novel 

measurements could not be performed at their outset. Our study will provide contemporary 

data on incidence of eye diseases in Asian Indian immigrants. Second, SINDI-2 will include 

many state-of-the-art technologies (e.g., SD-OCT) and novel analyses that could shed more 

light onto the pathogenesis of major eye diseases. Third, SINDI-2 participants are very well 

characterized at baseline, and we already have a reservoir of baseline data on numerous 

exposures, laboratory results, and biomarkers. The protocol of SINDI-2 being identical to 

SiMES-2 will enable direct comparison, validation, and pooling analyses of the two major 

Asian ethnic groups. For the first time, cost and economic impact of VI and blindness among 

Asian Indians will be examined.  

 

The current study has some limitations. Although the response rate of those eligible to 

participate in SINDI-2 was good (72.5%), nearly a third of those who attended baseline 

SINDI were lost-to-follow-up (n=3400 in SINDI and n=2200 in SINDI-2). Compared to 

participants of SINDI-2, nonparticipants (n=1200) at baseline, had lower socioeconomic 

status in terms of education and income, unhealthy lifestyle (higher number of current 

smokers), worse metabolic profile and higher prevalence of systemic conditions. Although 
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this pattern of differential study participation based on health status is of concern, it is not 

uncommon in population-based studies, in particular those involving elderly adults. A review 

on participation rates in epidemiological studies by Galea et al. reported that this pattern of 

differential study participation based on health status is not uncommon in population-based 

studies, in particular those involving elderly adults and suggests that decline in participation 

rate is less likely to have substantial influence in exposure-disease associations or point 

estimates of outcomes in epidemiological studies.
31

 In line with this report, our finding of a 

similar pattern of risk factor prevalence by migration status in both visits shows that attrition 

during follow-up did not result in substantial selection bias over a six-year follow-up of this 

middle-aged and elderly cohort.  

 

In this preliminary report, we observed first-generation Indian immigrants to have higher 

prevalence of systemic (hypertension, and CKD in both visits and diabetes and CVD at 

baseline) and age-related eye diseases at baseline. However, they had low prevalence of 

lifestyle related risk factors (smoking and obesity) in both visits. The final report will confirm 

if these differences between generations are evident with regards to incidence of eye diseases. 

In conclusion, we believe data obtained from SINDI-2 will provide key information on the 

state of eye health in Asian Indian immigrants that will inform public health strategies for 

screening, early diagnosis, and intervention in various eye diseases, translatable not only to 

Singapore Indians but to other migrant Indians living outside India.  
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Table 1. Prevalence of DR in population-based studies in Indians in India 

Author and 

publication year 

Study name and location Study population Method of assessment of DR Prevalence of DR 

(95% CI) % 

Raman R, 2014
32

 SN-DREAMS III, Report 2.  

Rural areas of Kanchipuram and Thiruvallur 

districts, Tamil Nadu, South India 

2730 adults aged ≥40 

years with diabetes 

 

Four-field stereo colour retinal 

photography graded using 

modified ETDRS grading system 

10.3 (8.53 - 11.97) 

Jonas JB, 2013
11

 Central India Eye and Medical Study 

Rural population in central India 

250 adults with diabetes 

aged ≥30 years  

Fundus photographs graded using 

the ETDRS grading system. 

9.6 (4.4-14.8) 

Namperumalsamy 

P, 2009
33

 

Theni district, Tamil Nadu, South India 

Semi rural population 

2802 adults aged ≥30 

years with diabetes 

Direct and indirect 

ophthalmoscope  

12.2 (10.4 - 14.1) 

Raman R, 2009
34

 SN-DREAMS, Report 2. 

Urban population, Chennai, South India 

1414 adults aged >40 

years with diabetes 

Four-field stereo colour retinal 

photography graded using 

modified ETDRS grading system 

18.0 (16.0–20.1) 

Rani PK, 2009
35

 Screening population in three southern rural 

districts of Tamilnadu 

26,519 adults aged 

≥30 years with 

diabetes 

Indirect ophthalmoscope 17.6 (17.2-18.1)  

Pradeepa R, 

2008
36

 

CURES EYE Study 4 

Urban population in Chennai, South India 

1715 Type 

2 diabetic subjects 

 

Four-field stereo colour retinal 

photography graded using 

modified ETDRS grading system 

17.6 

Krishnaiah S, 

2007
37

 

The Andhra Pradesh Eye Study (APEDS) 

Urban (Hyderabad) and three rural districts 

in Andhra Pradesh. 

201 adults aged ≥ 30 

years with diabetes 

Indirect ophthalmoscope 19.4 (13.9–24.9) 

Urban vs. rural,  

OR (95% CI)= 6.07 

(2.84-12.98) 

Rema M, 2005
38

 CURES eye study I 

Urban population in Chennai, South India 

1382 adults aged ≥20 

years with diabetes 

 

Four-field stereo colour retinal 

photography graded using ETDRS 

grading system 

17.6  (15.8-19.5) 

Narendran 

V,2002
39

 

The Palakkad Eye disease Survey, Palakkad 

district, Kerala, South India 

Rural and urban population 

260 adults aged ≥50 

years with diabetes 

 

Direct and indirect 

ophthalmoscope 

26.8 (19.2- 4.4) 

Urban = 37.7% 

Rural= 22.6% 

Dandona L, 1999
40

 The APEDS, Urban population in 

Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh. 

124 adults aged ≥30 

years with diabetes 

Indirect ophthalmoscope 22.4% 

Abbreviations: CURES, The Chennai Urban Rural Epidemiology Study; ETDRS, Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study; SN-DREAMS, Sankara 

Nethralaya Diabetic Retinopathy Epidemiology and Molecular Genetic Study;  
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Table 2. Baseline characteristics of participants who did not attend SINDI-2 compared to those who did. 

Characteristics Did not return (n=1200)   Returned (n=2200) *p 

Age (years) 60.1 (11.1)  56.5 (9.2) <0.001 

Gender, males 51.6  49.4 0.2 

Education, primary/below, % 61.2  52.5 <0.001 

Monthly income, <$1000 57.8  44.6 <0.001 

Current smoking, % 17.2  13.3 0.002 

Alcohol consumption, % 12.3  12.8 0.6 

Diabetes mellitus, % 46.9  37.7 <0.001 

Hypertension, % 63.6  53.2 <0.001 

HbA1c (%) 6.6 (1.5)  6.4 (1.3) <0.001 

Random blood glucose (mmol/L) 7.5 (4.1)  7.0 (3.3) <0.001 

Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 138.8 (21.01)  134.3 (19.4) <0.001 

Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 77.5 (10.6)  77.7 (10.1) 0.5 

Body mass index (kg/m
2
) 26.1 (5.2)  26.2 (4.5) 0.005 

Total cholesterol (mmol/L) 5.2 (1.2)  5.2 (1.07) 0.3 

High-density lipoprotein cholesterol, mmol/L 1.09 (0.3)  1.06 (0.3) 0.02 

Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol,  mmol/L 3.3 (1.0)  3.4 (0.9) 0.06 

History of cardiovascular disease, % 17.9  12.2 <0.001 

Chronic kidney disease, % 13.2  5.8 <0.001 

Data presented are frequency (percentage) or mean (standard deviation) as appropriate for the variable.  

*P- value was based on chi-square or t-test as appropriate for the variable.  
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Table 3. Characteristics of participants in SINDI 2 stratified by migration status 

 SINDI (n=3400) SINDI 2 (n=2200) 

Characteristics 

First 

Generation 

(n=1259) 

Second 

Generation 

(n=1863) 

P-value 
First Generation 

(n=711) 

Second Generation 

(n=1242) 
p* 

Age (years) 61.3 (10.8) 54.9 (8.4) <0.0001 65.0 (10.0) 60.2 (7.6) <0.0001 

Female, % 46.9 50.2 0.08 48.4 50.5 0.4 

Education, primary/below, % 53.8 55.3 0.4 45.0 48.6 0.1 

Monthly income, <$1000, % 52.6 42.7 <0.0001 50.5 39.6 <0.0001 

Current smoking, % 10.7 17.8 <0.0001 7.9 15.1 <0.0001 

Alcohol consumption, % 11.4 13.9 0.04 9.3 12.2 0.05 

HbA1c, % 6.4 (1.2) 6.4 (1.5) 0.2 6.4 (1.2) 6.5 (1.5) 0.09 

Random blood glucose, mmol/L 7.3 (3.5) 7.1 (3.6) 0.2 7.5 (3.4) 7.3 (3.6) 0.5 

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 137.3 (20.3) 134.3 (19.6) <0.0001 137.1 (18.0) 135.0 (18.6) 0.02 

Diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg 76.7 (10.0) 78.3 (10.3) <0.0001 76.3 (9.3) 77.5 (9.6) 0.009 

Pulse pressure, mm Hg 60.6 (17.1) 56.0 (15.3) <0.0001 60.8 (15.6) 57.5 (14.9) <0.0001 

Body mass index, kg/m
2
 25.7 (4.5) 26.5 (5.0) <0.0001 26.1  (4.3) 26.6 (4.7) 0.006 

Estimated glomerular filtration rate, mL/min/1.73 m
2
 83.8 (18.8) 89.6 (17.4) <0.0001 82.6 (18.2) 87.3 (17.0) <0.0001 

Total cholesterol, mmol/L 5.04 (1.1) 5.3 (1.1) <0.0001 5.0 (1.1) 5.3 (1.3) <0.0001 

High-density lipoprotein cholesterol, mmol/L 1.05 (0.3) 1.08 (0.3) 0.03 1.2 (0.3) 1.24 (0.3) 0.02 

Data presented are frequency (percentage) or mean (standard deviation) as appropriate for the variable. 

*P- value was based on chi-square or t-test as appropriate for the variable. 
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Figure 1. SINDI-2 recruitment flowchart 
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Figure 2. Prevalence* of systemic conditions in SINDI and SINDI-2 

 

 

 

 

 

* Refers to crude prevalence. 

Abbreviations: CKD: chronic kidney disease; CVD: cardiovascular disease; 

p for SINDI : Hypertension = <0.0001; Hyperlipidaemia = 0.6; Diabetes = 0.04; Obesity= <0.0001; CVD=0.001; CKD= <0.0001; 

p for SINDI 2 : Hypertension = <0.008; Hyperlipidaemia = 0.6; Diabetes = 0.3; Obesity= 0.005 ; CVD=0.5; CKD= 0.004; 
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Figure 3. Prevalence* of eye conditions stratified by migration status at baseline SINDI 

 

 

* Refers to crude prevalence. 

Abbreviations: DR: diabetic retinopathy; URE: uncorrected refractive errors; VI: visual impairment; PVA: presenting visual acuity; BCVA: best-corrected 

vision acuity; AMD: age-related macular degeneration; 
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Figure 4. Causes of VI defined by presenting visual acuity stratified by migration status at baseline SINDI 

 

   

Abbreviations: AMD: age-related macular degeneration; DR: diabetic retinopathy;  
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